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Abstract: In the article, possible ways of using energy recovered during regenerative braking of
trains are presented. It is pointed out that the return of recovered electricity directly to the catenary
and its use in the energy cooperation of vehicles can be a no-cost method (without additional
infrastructure). The method of energy cooperation between trains and its main assumptions, that
uses the law of conservation of energy, are described in detail. An original model is proposed which
assumes optimization by controlling the train arrival time at the station within the technical time
reserve. Optimization method was used metaheuristic and adapted swarm algorithm called the
firefly algorithm. An exemplary simulation of the energy cooperation of trains for selected stops
of a double-track railway line of the Tricity Rapid Urban Railway has been done and the obtained
results are presented. Finally, in discussion and conclusions, the results were summarized and the
significance of the development of the discussed method for transport rationalization was presented.

Keywords: railway transport; traffic organization; energy recuperation; optimization

1. Introduction

In recent years, great value has been placed both on the development of innovative technologies
for the production of energy from renewable sources as well as on reducing the energy consumption in
the economy, of which transport is one of the main parts. This issue affects the efficiency of transport
systems, supply chains and other areas related to transport, e.g., intermodal terminals [1,2]. Special
opportunities in this area are created by rail transport using not only diesel traction but also electric
or hybrid traction, which for this reason is an alternative to road transport in environmental means.
Another element in favor of rail transport is the fact that currently the modern trains are equipped with
regenerative braking technology. This is important in different areas in designing the rail network on a
national and international level. It is also necessary to take into account the infrastructure specifications
that will allow the use of the rolling stock’s potential [3]. On the other hand, one should consider
various problem tasks, such as equipment for data acquisition and its processing from the point of view
of constructing effective organization [4,5], as well as the issues of selecting equipment and transport
means to achieve the set goals, which in turn is the domain of various transport areas, not only rail
transport [6,7].

Among the ways to use electricity recovered while the train is braking, the following can be
mentioned [8,9]:

• using directly on non-traction vehicle needs, e.g., lighting or air conditioning,
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• storing in stationary or onboard energy storage devices, and then use at the time of
increased demand,

• transmitting recovered energy back to the national power grid,
• transferring recovered electricity back to the catenary, given the possibility of its immediate

absorption by another, accelerating train.

Listed above methods have advantages and disadvantages. It is not possible to clearly indicate
the best method of using energy recovered in the recuperative braking process. Nevertheless, when
modern infrastructure and vehicles are available, a method that can be considered cost-free in the
context of infrastructure is the transmission of recovered electricity directly to the catenary and the
immediate reuse by other trains. For better efficiency of using the recovered energy directly by other
trains, it is necessary to adjust the timetables. For this purpose, overlapping times of accelerating
and braking down vehicles and a criterion corresponding to the recuperation effectiveness should be
introduced. If the technology enabling regenerative braking is not applied or incorrect method of
using this energy is picked, then all excess energy is lost in braking e.g., will be converted to thermal
energy on resistors [9].

2. Energy Recovery in Railway Systems Literature Review

2.1. Energy Storage

Both onboard energy storage (located on or in the trains) and wayside energy storage (located
along the route, e.g., in traction substations), can be elements increasing the efficiency of using energy
from regenerative braking [10–13]. Principle of operation of both systems consists of using the battery
charging cycle during regenerative braking and then discharging them using stored energy, e.g., for
accelerating the train.

Picking one of the above methods always depends on the specific case. In general, energy storage
used in the regenerative braking system should call for the following features [9]:

• large number of load cycles,
• high power capacities,

and especially for onboard systems:

• intermediate energy storage capacity,
• reduced weight and volume.

Onboard energy storage used in urban and suburban rail transport has the potential for
very large savings up to 35%. Accumulator batteries, lead-acid batteries, nickel-metal hydride
(NiMH), lithium-polymer, lithium-ion (Li-ion) and, above all, supercapacitors can be used as storage.
The examples cited in the literature show that the use of such a solution in existing transport systems
can reduce the cost of traction energy consumed by as much as 15% to 35% [4,14,15]. In addition, the
use of onboard storage system to accumulate energy from regenerative braking can help to reduce the
occurrence of so-called “power peaks” [16]. This solution also helps to ensure voltage stability in the
catenary [17], and also allows for the use of so-called hybrid “autonomous vehicles” that can move
without connection to the catenary, using only energy stored e.g., in supercapacitors (e.g., in historic
parts of the city) [18–20].

Table 1 presents examples of applied, tested or developed solutions in urban and suburban rail
transport in the world, using onboard energy storage. Most of such solutions are based on the use of
electrochemical double-layer capacitors (EDLC), also known as supercapacitors. This is due to their
properties, such as the ability to charge and discharge quickly, high power density and a relatively
low price (from about $2400 per kWh of energy storage). Among the disadvantages of using onboard
energy storage devices, the increase in the total weight of the train must be mentioned and hence the
reduction of its performance while maintaining the original technical parameters [21].
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In contrast to a system using onboard energy storage, the use of stationary storage is characterized
by higher energy losses. This results from the necessity of transferring energy recovered during braking
over longer distances to energy storage systems located along the railroad and usually integrated into
traction substations. Then the energy stored in such substations can be returned to the catenary, e.g., in
the case of temporary voltage drops. The solution using stationary storage can also be successfully used
to improve energy balance in rail transport. In their work, Barrero et al. [22] or Teymourfar et al. [23]
presented technical solutions using stationary energy storage system (ESS) made of supercapacitor
that allow for reducing traction energy consumption depending on the traffic volume by 18% to 36%.
Model of Barrero et al. can simulate the energy exchange among simultaneously running vehicles of a
metro line. It can also evaluate the effect of a stationary ESS when installed along the line. In turn,
Teymourfar et al. have proposed a useful method to predict the maximum instantaneous regenerative
energy. That energy is delivered to each station before applying ESS and based on that the ESS
configuration for each station on line 3 of Tehran metro network is determined.

Table 1. Onboard energy storage developed by international manufacturers in railway transport.

Technology Main Features Application in Urban Rail Year

EDLC

Rated power: 288 kW
Capacity: 0.85 kWh

Weight: 820 kg
Dimensions: 2000 × 1520 × 630 mm

Commercial application in
Innsbruck tramway (Germany) 2012

EDLC

Rated power: N/A
Capacity: 0.8 kWh

Weight: 800 kg
Dimensions: N/A

Commercial application in Seville,
Saragossa (Spain) and Granada
tramway systems, in service
(France)

2012/2010

Li-ion

Rated power: N/A
Capacity: 40 kWh
Weight: 3200 kg

Dimensions: N/A

Prototype tests in Charlotte (USA) 2010

NiMH

Rated power: 250 kW
Capacity: 120 kWh

Weight: 3200 kg
Dimensions: N/A

Prototype tests in Sapporo
Municipal Transport network
(Japan)

2011

Source: own study based on [9,21].

The examples of applications are presented in Table 2. It shows that the dominant technology
among stationary storage batteries are EDLC batteries. There are also solutions using kinetic storage
systems, e.g., high-speed flywheels. The possibility of their application is dictated mainly by the lack
of imposed restrictions in terms of mass or volume of such a device.

Table 2. Trackside energy storage developed by international manufacturers in railway transport

Technology Main Features Application in Urban Rail Year

EDLC
Generated voltage: 750 V

Rated power: 300–1000 kW
Capacity: 1–4 kWh

Pilot project for Lyon
tramway 2011/Adetel

EDLC
Generated voltage: 500–1850 V

Rated power: 750–4500 kW
Capacity: 0.8–16.5 kWh

Warsaw metro, to be
implemented, pilot project
for Philadelphia transit
system (battery-based)

2012/2016/ABB

Flywheel
Generated voltage: N/A

Rated power: 500 kW
Capacity: N/A

Los Angeles metro line 2013/Vycon

NiMH
Generated voltage: 600–1500 V

Rated power: N/A
Capacity: 150–400 kWh

New York City Transit
network, pilot project 2011/Ogura

Li-ion
Generated voltage: 700 V

Rated power: 900–1500 kW
Capacity: 600–40 kWh

Philadelphia transit system,
pilot project 2012/Polulin

Source: own study based on [9,21].
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2.2. Reversible Substations

In the case of traction supply by direct current (DC), the possibility of transferring energy recovered
during the braking to the national power grid is provided by specialized traction substations (reversible
substations) transforming the DC to the alternating current (AC). In this method, similarly to the
case of stationary storage systems, there are increased energy losses due to the resistance of the
catenary when transferring energy over longer distances. There are also additional losses related to the
transformation process from AC to DC. Undoubted advantages of the system include increasing the
efficiency of the global energy system, and in the case of energy resale to the national system, cost
savings of 7% to 14% of traction energy expenditure are possible—as demonstrated by Warin et al. [24],
Ibaiondo et al. [25], or Cornic [26]. In particular, Ibaiondo has presented an energy recovery system with
feedback to the distribution grid. This system is based on real data intake and validated simulations.
The method involves the connection in a cascade of a DC/DC elevator to a 3-phase inverter so that the
system doesn’t have limitations imposed by voltage fluctuations in the grid. This makes it possible
the maximum recovery energy also at minimum catenary’s voltages. In turn, Cornic has presented
a concept transforms the traditional unidirectional dc traction into a reversible one. This method
maintains the priority to natural exchange of energy between trains. DC traction power supply systems
from 600 V DC up to 3 kV DC are suitable for using this method.

Energy recovery and its transfer to the national power system are not as popular as the use of
energy storage systems. This is mainly due to higher investment costs. This solution using reversible
substations can be found mainly on modernized, revitalized, and newly created railway transport
systems (Table 3).

Table 3. Examples of reversible substations currently available on the market.

Company Main Features References Year

Alstom Rated voltage: 750 V
Rated power: 0.3 MW Metro line in London and Milan 2011

Siemens Rated voltage: 750–1500 V
Rated power: 1.5–2.2 MW Tested in Oslo’s and Holmenkollen’s metro line 2011

ABB Rated voltage: 600/750 V
Rated power: 0.5–1 MW Tramway in Łódź and Olsztyn (Poland) 2014/2016

Source: own study based on [9,21].

2.3. Energetic Cooperation of Trains (ECT)

Transfer energy recovered during braking back to the catenary is necessary to apply the concept
of immediate-use energy from recuperation by another vehicle. Existence of such a state of railway
traffic, in which at least one vehicle recuperating energy, braking (B), and other one consuming energy,
accelerating (A), are located on the same section of the traction power network (Figure 1) is another
necessary condition [27]. The use of this method is possible without an additional interference in
modern rail transport systems, and thus it can be described as infrastructurally cost-free. It should be
noted that the introduction of additional elements, such as timetable optimization or adaptive control
of vehicles for the purpose of increasing the efficiency of regenerative braking, may allow for achieving
even greater benefits in terms of improving the energy balance [27–29].

An effective and cheap solution for better use of energy recovered in recuperation braking can be
optimizing the timetable by synchronizing the accelerating and braking times of several different trains.
Reducing the number of vehicles accelerating simultaneously and hence reducing the occurrence of
so-called energy peaks are ones of the main advantages of this method next to the direct impact on
the energy balance. The biggest benefits of using the above method of recovery and use of energy
from recuperation can be achieved in a dense network of urban rail transport. It is caused urban rail
transport where braking and accelerating trains can be synchronized without significant changes in
timetables [9].
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Figure 1. The scheme of using regenerative braking energy by another vehicle. Source: own study 
based on [27]. 

The general concepts of the possibility of using energy recovered from the braking process by 
another rail vehicle (e.g., tram, train) by using transmission via the catenary and properly optimizing 
accelerating and braking times can be found in the literature [27]. In addition, there are also detailed 
studies in this regard, and the results of the selected ones are presented below. In 2004, Pazdro et al. 
[28] proposed the method that allows the reduction in the demand for electricity in Warsaw’s metro 
or Tricity Rapid Urban Railway (SKM railway) by up to 30%. This method is based on proper metro 
vehicle traffic control and using electrodynamic braking with transfer the energy back to the 
catenary. In 2010, Nasri et al. [30] showed that in metro system it is possible to save up to 14% of 
traction energy by using timetable optimization method based on the use of genetic algorithms. In 
this method they used the technical reserve of time to maximize the use of recuperated energy. In 
2011, Pena-Alcaraz et al. [29] showed that for Madrid’s third metro line it is possible to improve the 
traction energy consumption balance by 3%. They achieved it by proposing a new timetable based 
on a mixed-integration programming (MIP) solution of the optimization problem. They also believe 
that thanks to this method a further improvement of the traction energy consumption balance up to 
7% is possible. In 2014, Yang et al. [31], based on the operation data from the Beijing Yizhuang 
subway line (China), showed that it is possible to save 8.86% of the consumed electric energy. They 
obtained this result by comparing current timetable with timetable formulated using two-objective 
integer programming model with dwell time and headway time control and solved by genetic 
algorithm with binary encoding. 

The efficiency of direct transfer of regenerative braking energy between railway vehicles can be 
improved by [32]: 

• increasing the probability of the braking and accelerating cycles of several trains at the same 
time existing by elongating the length of power sections, 

• reducing the distance between cooperating trains or resistance of catenary which also means 
reducing losses and voltage drops in the energy transmission path, 

• additional use of energy storage for excess electricity, 
• increasing the voltage difference between the nearest power substation and the braking vehicle 

pantograph. 

The above increasing efficiency methods require additional financial investment and also 
another research in the next step and will not be considered in this paper. 
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Figure 1. The scheme of using regenerative braking energy by another vehicle. Source: own study
based on [27].

The general concepts of the possibility of using energy recovered from the braking process by
another rail vehicle (e.g., tram, train) by using transmission via the catenary and properly optimizing
accelerating and braking times can be found in the literature [27]. In addition, there are also detailed
studies in this regard, and the results of the selected ones are presented below. In 2004, Pazdro et al. [28]
proposed the method that allows the reduction in the demand for electricity in Warsaw’s metro or
Tricity Rapid Urban Railway (SKM railway) by up to 30%. This method is based on proper metro
vehicle traffic control and using electrodynamic braking with transfer the energy back to the catenary.
In 2010, Nasri et al. [30] showed that in metro system it is possible to save up to 14% of traction
energy by using timetable optimization method based on the use of genetic algorithms. In this
method they used the technical reserve of time to maximize the use of recuperated energy. In 2011,
Pena-Alcaraz et al. [29] showed that for Madrid’s third metro line it is possible to improve the traction
energy consumption balance by 3%. They achieved it by proposing a new timetable based on a
mixed-integration programming (MIP) solution of the optimization problem. They also believe that
thanks to this method a further improvement of the traction energy consumption balance up to 7%
is possible. In 2014, Yang et al. [31], based on the operation data from the Beijing Yizhuang subway
line (China), showed that it is possible to save 8.86% of the consumed electric energy. They obtained
this result by comparing current timetable with timetable formulated using two-objective integer
programming model with dwell time and headway time control and solved by genetic algorithm with
binary encoding.

The efficiency of direct transfer of regenerative braking energy between railway vehicles can be
improved by [32]:

• increasing the probability of the braking and accelerating cycles of several trains at the same time
existing by elongating the length of power sections,

• reducing the distance between cooperating trains or resistance of catenary which also means
reducing losses and voltage drops in the energy transmission path,

• additional use of energy storage for excess electricity,
• increasing the voltage difference between the nearest power substation and the braking

vehicle pantograph.

The above increasing efficiency methods require additional financial investment and also another
research in the next step and will not be considered in this paper.
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3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Energetic Cooperation of Trains (ECT+)

3.1.1. Choosing the Method of Using Recovered Energy

It is impossible to indicate one best universal for all scenarios method of using energy from
recuperative braking. The best scenario would combine all known methods into one integrated
energy recovery system. Therefore, striving for the best solution, it is necessary to carry out further
investigations and perform an optimization of the recuperation energy use. The first step depends on
what the overall cost function is.

Therefore first it was decided to determine what part of recovered energy can be used
without infrastructural investments. Subsequently, either the energy storage system optimization or
consideration of the DC to AC energy transformation and its transfer to the national energy network
should take place. The discussed process is presented in the drawing below (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The diagram of the order of methods of using energy from regenerative braking. Source:
own study based on [21].

Based on the examples listed in Tables 1–3, it can be seen that energy recovery technologies are
mainly used in urban (trams) and suburban (metro, rapid urban railway) transport. In connection
with the abovementioned literature, this paper is focusing on lower speed trains which stop frequently.
Despite this there are also commuter and high-speed long-distance services using electric trains which
could use onboard or network storage equally. It should be noted, that the specificity of regenerative
braking makes its efficiency drastically reduced when braking at speeds below 20 km/h and it depends
on the technical characteristics of specifically used devices [33], so there is no definitive answer to
question if using regenerative braking in this speed is worse than kinetic energy being dissipated
as heat. It can, therefore, be concluded that the ideal branch of rail transport to fully exploit the
possibilities offered by the use of regenerative braking is the metro and rapid urban railway systems,
where the speeds are higher than those in the tram network.

3.1.2. Model for Using Recovered Energy

The presented model proposes to control the velocities of two cooperating trains v = vA, vB.
Indirectly this allows for controlling the arrival time tEB(v) of the braking train B at the station within
the permissible range (Ta1,Ta2). This model is similar to that by Su et al. [34], which assumes the control
of the departure time. In our approach, we distinguished three variants. In each of the variants the
departure time of the train A from the station S is constant, but the arrival time of the train B at the
same station is changed (Figure 3).
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It should be noted that the case presented in Figure 3 concerns the situation when the energy
needed to accelerate the train to a given speed is greater than the energy possible to recover during
recuperation. It happens so e.g., due to losses resulting from transmission and conversion of kinetic
energy into electricity (or vice versa) in a situation when train B starts braking at the same speed as the
speed finally achieved by accelerating train A. However, this does not affect to the calculation method
presented below.
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Cases 1, 2, 3 show the train A as a train in the acceleration phase and train B as a train in braking
phase at the same time. The tA

SA and tA
EA mean respectively start and end of acceleration by train A and

these times are the same in all variants. In the same variants the braking time tB
SB (start of braking)

and the end of braking time (arrival time) tB
EB of the train B are changed and is getting earlier in the

consecutive cases 1, 2, 3. Changing the arrival time tB
EB causes that train A to use more the energy

recovered during braking of the train B.
The first case in Figure 3 shows that the power generated in the recuperation braking process

by the braking train PB
r (t, s) is smaller than the power demand by the accelerating train PA

a

(
t, tA

SA

)
.

Therefore, the dependence PA
a

(
t, tA

SA

)
> PB

r (t, s) holds where s means the distance between trains and
the energy used from recuperation is equal to:

ER =

t∫
t=0

min{Pa
A
(
t, tA

SA

)
, PB

r (t, s)}dt =

tA
EA∫

tB
SB

PB
r (t, s)dt (1)

In the second case, where the braking end time tB
EB of the train B is earlier than in the first case, in

the initial time interval
[
tA
SA, t2

]
the available power from recuperation PB

r (t, s) is greater than the power

PA
a

(
t, tA

SA

)
needed to start the train A. In this time interval only a part of the power from recuperation

braking is used by train A until the moment t2 where PA
a

(
t2, tA

SA

)
= PB

r (t2, s). As a result, train A uses
the amount of the regenerative energy equal to:

ER =

t2∫
tB
SB

Pa
A
(
t, tA

SA

)
dt +

tA
EA∫

t2

PB
r (t, s)dt (2)
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In the third case, the end time tB
EB of braking of the train B is earlier than the end time tA

EA of
acceleration of the train A. Then, the formula for the regenerative energy used by the accelerating train
takes the following form:

ER =

t2∫
tB
SB

Pa
A
(
t, tA

SA

)
dt +

tB
EB∫

t2

PB
r (t, s)dt (3)

The above considerations show that the energy recovered during recuperation can be used when
the following conditions are met:

tB
SB ∈

(
tA
SA, tA

EA

)
or tB

EB ∈
(
tA
SA, tA

EA

)
. (4)

The time tB
SB at which the train B starts braking can be determined in the course of the traction

calculations. It is closely related to the train speed vB on a track between the stations.
For each train, the energy used during the passage between the stations is expressed by the

integral of the power due to traction force. The traction calculations and simulations are based on the
Newton equation: {

m dv
dt = u(t) −Rs(v) −Rg(x)

dx
dt = v(t)

(5)

where t denotes time, v(t) is the train velocity, and u(t) is the traction force u = F(t) or the braking force
u = −B(t), depending on the phase of train motion. The running resistance Rs(v) is mainly related to
aerodynamic forces and the interaction between wheels and rails and is given by a quadratic function
of v [23]. The force Rg(x) = mgp(x) due to the track gradient p(x) depends on the train mass m, the
standard gravity g, and changes with the actual train position x along the track. Detailed descriptions
of such traction calculations are included, among others, in the works [33–36].

3.1.3. Optimization Model

The acceleration process generates the greatest demand for power and electricity but appropriate
management of energy from the regenerative braking of another train can reduce it. In this case,
demand for electricity will be equal to the energy balance of energy possible to be recovered and used
from the regenerative braking and the energy needed for the acceleration [33].

The proposed approach is based on the energetic cooperation of trains present in the station area
because there are the most frequent and most intense processes of accelerating and braking. It also
assumes the arrival time control. Given the above, there is no need to optimize the entire passage of
both trains to achieve relatively significant benefits in the energy balance. It is sufficient to analyze the
passage fragment of the moving train A until the train B stops and the passage of the braking vehicle B.
With advancing the arrival time of the train B the recoverable energy ERS will increase as braking will
occur at higher speeds. Unfortunately, this is also associated with an increase in energy demand E on
the analyzed passage section.

In connection with the above, we propose the main component of the objective function as:

EP = E− ERS → min, (6)

where:

EP: the actual value of the energy consumed during the passage of the train B and the passage fragment
of the train A,
E: the amount of energy needed to perform the passage of the train B and the passage fragment of the
train A,
ERS: energy recovered during the electrodynamic braking of vehicle B and used in the energetic
cooperation of both trains B and A.
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In Formula (6) ERS energy is considered with a negative sign. This is because the goals of
independent optimization problems for the energies E and ERS would be to achieve a minimum value
of E and the maximum value of ERS.

Individual energy values can be determined as:

E =

tB
EB∫

tB
0

PB(t)dt +

tB
EB∫

tA
SA

PA(t)dt , (7)

where tB
0 is the departure time of train B from the previous stop or station, and

ERS =

TB
EB∫

TB
SB

min
{
ϕ(sp) · PB(t), PA(t)

}
dt , (8)

where ϕ is the coefficient that represents the losses occurring in the energy transmission process and
takes values from the interval [0, 1]. In particular, these losses arise due to the resistance of the catenary
contact lines. When the distance of electricity transmission between vehicles A and B is larger, then
the coefficient ϕ(s) should become smaller. In the case under consideration the coefficient value was
assumed ϕ(s) = 0.9 for energy transmission in the station area (over short distances).

As another criterion in the multi-criteria optimization process the following sub-function has
been considered:

ER =

tB
EB∫

TB
SB

PB(t)dt→ max (9)

where ER is all the energy recovered during the recuperative braking of vehicle B which can be used
for non-traction and traction purposes.

Considering the above, a global cost function has been proposed as:

F(tEB) = w1EP −w2ER → min (10)

where w1 and w2 are weights of individual component functions which sum should be equal to 1.
They reflect the importance of each criterion in existing railway network conditions. It should be
also noted that the higher w1 value corresponds to a lower traction energy demand for the analyzed
journey section, and the higher w2 value leads to larger amount of energy that can be recovered during
recuperation and used (e.g., with additional energy storage). We can also write the global cost function
in the following form:

F(tEB) = w1


tB
EB∫

tB
0

PB(t)dt +
tB
EB∫

tA
SA

PA(t)dt−
tB
EB∫

tB
SB

min
{
ϕ · PB(t), PA(t)

}
dt


−w2

tB
EB∫

tB
SB

PB(t)dt→ min .

(11)

Since the braking end time
(
tB
EB

)
is also the actual time of train B at the station, the purpose of the

algorithm will be to find such a real-time of arrival T∗RA (allowed by timetable and restricted to the
time interval when energetic cooperation is possible) of the train B at the station for which:

F(T∗RA) = min
TRA∈D

F(TRA) (12)
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where the actual time of arrival of train B belongs to the time interval D, i.e., TRA(v)ε〈TRA1, TRA2〉.
However, since the amount of recoverable energy and time of the actual arrival of the train B at the
stop are strictly related to the speeds of both vehicles on the analyzed section, the full minimization
problem takes the following form:

F(vA∗, vB∗) = min
vA∈DA,vB∈DB

F
(
vA, vB

)
(13)

where vA and vB specify fixed velocities of trains in their passages between two stations (excluding the
accelerating and braking phases), where allowable speed ranges guaranteeing adherence to scheduled
arrival times are represented by DA and DB.

The above optimization task (12) and (13) is solved with the Firefly Algorithm (FA). It is dedicated
to the problem of minimizing the cost function in the form of F(x) with extra conditions imposed
on x where, in the case under consideration, variable x is a two-dimensional variable x =

(
vA, vB

)
.

Each firefly in FA has its attractiveness β described by monotonically decreasing function of the distance

r between two any fireflies, e.g., β = β0e−γr2
j . In this expression the maximum attractiveness (at rj = 0)

is denoted as β0 and the light absorption coefficient, which controls the decrease of the light intensity
is described as γ. The less bright (attractive) firefly is attracted and moved to the brighter one in
order to find the optimal solution [37,38]. The procedure of the firefly optimization technique can be
represented as in Figure 4.
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All records have been programmed in the MATLAB and Simulink environment creating a general
diagram as in Figure 5.
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3.2. Optimization of Using Recuperative Braking Energy at Sample Railway Line

Characteristics of the Rolling Stock and Selected Railway Line

The described method of using energy recovered from recuperative braking is recommended
mainly for use on urban and suburban railways. This is related to the occurrence of frequent braking
and accelerating of vehicles on these lines, thus enabling efficient energy recovery. The use of energy
recovery technologies with transmission to the catenary and taking into account the energy cooperation
between trains is also possible in a case of long-distance trains, however, mainly under specific
conditions, e.g., at stations with high levels of arrivals and departures of trains.

On these grounds, it has been decided to test the created software to simulate energetic cooperation
of trains and optimize it with control of trains arrival times for selected stations and stops of the Tricity
SKM railway.

Currently, the railway line No. 250 Gdańsk Główny—Rumia uses mainly electric multiple
units (EMU) in the form of EN57, EN71, EN71AC, EN57AKM vehicles manufactured in the 1970s.
In connection with the above, the assumption was made that the entire EMU will be unified and
replaced with modern unit from the Newag Impuls 45 WE series. The 45 WE vehicle is equipped with
two motor bogies and four carrying bogies (axis system Bo′2′2′2′2′Bo′). It has four motors with power
of 500 kW each. They allow for achieving a total vehicle power of 2000 kW and develop speed of
160 km/h. The Impuls 45 WE has been additionally equipped with three-phase asynchronous motors
and an individual inverter drive for each motor bogie enabling the energy recovery (recuperation)
to the catenary during braking. The vehicle capacity is over 500 passengers, including 219 seats [39].
Detailed technical data of 45 WE are included in the Table 4.

Table 4. Selected technical parameters of Impuls 45 WE.

Number of cars 5
Formation Bo′2′2′Bo′ + Bo′2′2′Bo′

Own weight 159 t +/− 3%
Gross weight 202 t +/− 3%
Rated power 2000 kW
Traction system 3000 V
Maximum speed 160 km/h
Acceleration for 0–40 km/h 1.0 m/s2

Acceleration above 40 km/h ≥1.0 m/s2

Deceleration of operational braking ≥0.8 m/s2

Deceleration of emergency braking ≥1.0 m/s2

Recuperation yes

Source: own study based on [38].
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The simulations, optimization, and analysis were carried out for the data from the timetable
applicable from 13 March to 9 June 2018, available on the carrier’s website [40]. The applied longitudinal
profile of the railway line No. 250 Gdańsk Główny—Rumia was prepared based on the data provided
by PKP Polskie Linie Kolejowe S.A. (PKP PLK S.A., the Polish railway infrastructure manager) and is
presented in a graphical form in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Profile of track No. 1 of railway line No. 250. Source: own study based on PKP PLK S.A. data.

4. Results

4.1. Optimization Results for Selected Train Stops

The simulations along with optimization was carried out for the Gdańsk Żabianka AWFiS
station, which meant the analysis of the Gdańsk Oliwa—Sopot Wyścigi section and conducting
the simulation of energy train cooperation between ten vehicle pairs during the day, No.:
59708-9560, 59600-95603, 59710-95605, 59810-95415, 59610-95419, 59760-95761, 59468-95467, 59782-95791,
59478-95685, 59694-95697 (part presented in Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Selected trains pairs at the Gdańsk Żabianka AWFiS stop with the possibility of
energy cooperation.

When determining the values of the individual factor weights, it is assumed that, since the main
objective of the investigated method is the use of the regenerative braking energy by other trains, the
energy EP should be considered as the most important component of the objective function while
the value of ER, determining the potential energy to be stored in energy storage, is less important.
For preliminary studies, to distinguish the validity of criteria accordingly, the initially weights w1 = 0.6
and w2 = 0.4 have been adopted. If we increase the weight of w2, the results obtained will favor faster
travel speeds allowing for the recovery more volume of electric energy ER. At the same time, this will
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affect the greater real energy demand of EP. Conversely, if we increase the weight of w1 then the results
obtained will favor lower travel speeds requiring less volume of electric energy, but also giving less
potential for recovery and storage energy.

At the beginning, the developed software was used to analyze the variation of the objective
function F

(
vA, vB

)
at the constant speed of the train A (vA) and the variable speed of the train B

(vB), regardless of the optimization algorithm. The velocity vB determines the arrival clock time TRA
(expressed in decimal number format in units of hours) of train B which is restricted by the technical
reserve admissible in the timetable. The simulation (Figure 8) shows that the values of the objective
function for speed vA = 50 km/h (marked in blue) and vA = 60 km/h (marked in red) at the beginning
decrease with the delay of the arrival time TRA of train B then they start to grow and once they cross
some limit value, they start to decline again. In the case of vA = 70 km/h (marked in yellow), the
values of the objective function at the beginning decrease with the delay of the train B arrival TRA, and
then increase.
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[h] (within the range allowed by the timetable) at a constant speed vA of train A without considering
the optimization algorithm.

The optimizing module was then tested to determine the optimal values of the target function,
assuming a constant speed of the A train (vA) and a variable speed of the B train (vB) or at a constant
speed of the B train (vB) and a variable speed of the A train (vA). The obtained results are presented
in Figure 9. The values of all solutions (fireflies) in each iteration carried out at constant speeds are
marked with blue for the speed of 50 km/h, red for 60 km/h, and yellow for 70 km/h. It is found that, in
the case of the assumed constant train B speed (vB), the objective function increases with the increase of
the train A speed (vA) in the whole range allowed by technical time reserves included in the timetable.
Assuming a constant speed of the train A (vA), it can be noted that the value of the objective function is
gradually decreasing with increasing the speed of train B (vB) until it reaches a certain limit value, after
which it starts to grow. The same behavior of the objective function is characterized by a graph of its
variation with the arrival time of the train B (TRA) at the stop, as also shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Results of the optimization using the FA algorithm at a variable speed of the train A (vA) or
the train B (vB) or depending on the real arrival time TRA [h] train B (within the range allowed by the
timetable) for weights of the optimization subcriteria w1 = 0.6, w2 = 0.4.

Then, using the implemented FA algorithm, the full optimization was performed with respect
to both vA and vB variables (Figure 10), resulting in the optimal value of the objective function:
F(vA, vB) = 7.4583 kWh.

The values of individual partial functions corresponding to the optimal value of the global
objective function are equal to EP = 15.3720 kWh, ER = 9.6785 kWh and the actual arrival time of
train B at the stop is TRA = 5.4909 h (expressed in decimal number format in units of hours), which
corresponds to the arrival clock time of the train No. 59708 at the Gdańsk Żabianka AWFiS stop at
5:29:27 [hour:min:sec]. The variation of the objective function F(vA, vB) depending on the arrival time
TRA of the train No. 59708 for three basic weights of the optimization subcriteria is shown in Figure 11,
where the points marked on the graph indicate the values of the solutions (fireflies) in each iteration.
It is found that increasing the weight w2 (and simultaneously lowering w1 = 1 − w2) leads to earlier
optimal arrival time TRA, corresponding to the minimum of the objective function. This is so because
an earlier TRA corresponds to the shorter passage of train B between the stations and thus its larger
speed vB and, consequently, to a greater volume ER of energy recovered during braking, as already
mentioned above. In the specific case presented in Figure 11, the optimal arrival time TRA does not
change significantly (around 0.0006 h, i.e., 2.2 s) when w2 is changed from 0 to 1 because the earliest
possible arrival time (TRA = 5.4905 h) is limited the timetable. Let us also note that, for sufficiently large
value of w2 (in particular for w2 = 1), the global objective function is negative since it dominated by its
second term −w2·ER where the negative sign has been chosen to define the global objective function
which has a minimum (the energy ER alone can be maximized).
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actual train No. 59708 arrival time TRA [h] at the stop within the range allowed by the timetable.

The above results of the FA optimization correspond to the passage of the train B No. 59708 at the
speed vB = 65.3699 km/m = 18.1583 m/s and the passage of the train A No. 95601 at the speed equal
to vA = 50.3310 km/h = 13.9808 m/s. It should be also noted that in the above case, the arrival time
TRA varies during optimization within the range of 12 s (TRA saved as clock time ranges from 05:29:26
to 05:29:38).

The variation of the value of the objective function F(vA, vB) in the FA algorithm depending on
the travel speed of both trains vA and vB has been presented in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Variation of FC = F(vA,vB) [kWh] value based on FA algorithm depending on the speed of
trains No. 95601 (vA) and 59708 (vB) for weights of the optimization subcriteria w1 = 0.6, w2 = 0.4.

The above simulation was performed for all train pairs, for which it is possible to
cooperate energetically, at three exemplary stops of Tricity SKM railway: Gdańsk Żabianka
AWFiS (59708-95601, 59600-95603, 59710-95605, 59810-95415, 59610-95419, 59760-95761, 59468-95467,
59782-95791, 59478-95685, 59694-95697), Gdynia Orłowo (59716-95719, 59606-95721) and Gdynia
Cisowa (59710-95601, 59760-95757, 59816-95759, 59612-95633, 59766-95761). It is worth noting, that
among the above train pairs there are those where trains travel from Lębork direction (59708, 59600,
59710, 59810, 59760, 59782, 59478, 59694, 59710, 59760, 59816, 59612, 59766), as well as from the Gdańsk
Śródmieście stop (95419, 95467, 95719, 95721). The optimization results based on the simulations
carried out are presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Results of the optimization using the FA algorithm.

Trains No. ERS
[kWh]

ER
[kWh]

EP
[kWh]

F(vA*, vB*)
[kWh]

TRA [h:min:s]
(Clock Time)

vA

[km/h]
vB*

[km/h]A B

Gdańsk Żabianka AWFiS

95601 59708 5.8775 9.6785 15.3720 7.4583 5:29:27 50.33 65.37
95603 59600 5.9587 9.6937 15.4080 7.4800 6:04:28 50.58 65.47
95605 59710 6.4261 9.0374 15.9351 7.9553 6:29:29 55.36 63.17
95415 59810 5.9587 8.9380 16.0514 8.0478 8:34:29 55.82 62.8
59610 95419 6.2534 8.9019 16.9899 8.6430 8:55:29 51.49 63.47
95761 59760 6.2441 9.6005 15.6576 7.6534 14:59:28 53.29 65.16
59468 95467 6.4237 8.9019 17.8147 9.1379 17:55:29 57.06 63.47
95791 59782 6.3837 9.7561 15.3900 7.4527 18:04:27 50.2 65.65
95685 59478 6.5921 9.5957 15.3779 7.4853 19:59:28 50.44 65.09
95697 59694 6.3807 9.8391 15.4240 7.4520 22:49:27 50.1 65.94

Gdynia Orłowo

59716 95719 7.0043 9.16.59 18.3182 9.3757 7:13:27 58.02 64.67
59606 95721 7.1109 9.2190 18.3029 9.3671 7:28:28 58.06 64.9

Gdynia Cisowa

95601 59710 6.1607 7.9193 15.6092 8.4376 5:58:03 56.81 56.71
95757 59760 5.3625 7.8543 14.0660 7.4898 14:28:25 49.75 56.4
95759 59816 0.0780 5.6043 8.8120 6.2017 15:09:01 47.06 45.87
95633 59612 5.0299 7.9012 13.7099 7.2853 15:20:24 47.17 56.59
95761 59766 4.5986 7.9514 13.3286 7.0807 15:29:23 44.03 56.87
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4.2. Summary of Findings

Using the FA algorithm we have obtained the following average results of simulation and
optimization of the trains energetic cooperation at the double-track railway line stop areas:

• the value of energy that can be reused during energetic cooperation of a train pair ERS = 5.7555 kWh,
• the value of energy recoverable in the recuperation process ER = 8.7745 kWh,
• the value of energy required to make a selected part of the drive EP = 15.3863 kWh,
• the value of global function F(vA*, vB*) = 7.8826 kWh.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

There are many ways to use the energy recovered during recuperative braking. However, only
the return to the catenary and the inclusion of trains energy cooperation gives the opportunity to
effectively use the recovered energy without incurring additional costs related to the infrastructure.
It must also be noted that to improve the effects of ECT it is necessary to coordinate accelerating and
braking trains by timetable optimization.

Among the existing models describing the optimization of the timetable for more effective use
of energy recuperation with the cooperation of trains, two main approaches can be distinguished:
creating the train timetable from scratch including the criterion of recuperation, and the other one:
controlling the trains departure time from stations/stops using technical time reserves.

The present authors propose an alternative model of optimization assuming no changes in
the existing timetable and using the technical reserve of time to change trains arrival times at the
station (TRA). The proposed weighted objective function takes into account the actual value of energy
consumed by a pair of cooperating trains (EP) as well as the total energy recovered during recuperative
braking possible to be used in a different way than a direct transmission to the catenary (ER, e.g., by
using energy storage or reversible substations).

Using the developed program for simulation of journey of train pairs and their energetic
cooperation with the FA optimization at selected stops on a double-track railway line, it was shown
that it is possible to use energy recovery technology with ECT and its efficiency can be increased by
changing the actual arrival time without interfering with the existing timetable (ECT+). During the
simulation using the FA algorithm, it was shown that in the range of real arrival time change by 12 s it
is possible to reduce the global function by as much as 3.6286 kWh.

At the next step in future investigations, the analysis and construction of a complete railway
energy recovery system, validation of weights in various conditions and priorities, adjustment of the
model for long-distance trains, and finally the introduction of the method and verification of results in
real will be included.
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